Your
shades are here
and you are
ready for the
installation
Please read the instruction to the end before
you start your installation. This will make the
process a breeze.
Do not make any adjustments to the shades
until you talk or video chat with us.

What is in the box?

XX

You don't need 'X'.

Clean each corner of your window thoroughly
with the supplied alcohol wipe and let it dry.
Now put the double sided tape onto the clear glue
plate and install one to each corner of your
window as shown.

Press ﬁrmly for
about 30 seconds.

Wait 24 hours before you hang the shades!!!
In very rare cases it can happen, that the glue
plate does not bond with the window frame.
If this happens, you can use Epoxy Glue to
glue the plates into place.
Click Video Link Below
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzNCZ8ZXvFQ

Now it is time to take your shade out of the
protective casing.
Unwind the string on each side carefully.
You will see two
diﬀerent mounting
shoes. The one
with the round
magnet goes on
the top.
Start with the top
mounting part on
both sides.

Slide the mounting shoe
over the Wonder bracket.
The string must face
the trim or window
frame. (the pic shows
the bottom shoe).
As a trick, use your
right hand for the left
shoe and vise versa.

The last mounting shoe is on tension pull it and slide it over the remaining
metal bracket.
Now it is time to install the handles to your
shade. Slide them over the already installed
adapters on the shade.

Now your shades are ready to use.

Great Job!

Tips and Tricks for the Fenstermann
Blinds and Shades installation!
1. Leave the shade in the box until you are
ready to hang it.
2. Wash your hands before you handle the
shade
3. When you slide over he mounting shoe,
use your left hand for the right bracket and
the right hand to install the left bracket
4. When you install the last shoe onto the
bracket, hold the shoe close to the bracket
and push the shade half way up. This give
you more room to pull on the string.
5. The shade is a tension shade that opens
bottom up and top down - the last shoe
installation requires you to pull on the string.
Now worries, it will not rip.
6. You do not need the allen wrench or the
plastic ring unless you chat with us ﬁrst.
7. Call us instead of trying it out. We are
here to help you via phone and video chat.

